Power BI
From data to insight in minutes
Data is the life blood of an organisation. All organisations gather data and it has
the potential to transform how a business operates and to increase profitability.
Power BI is the free tool from Microsoft that enables simple data insight, all in
one view without the need for a degree in computer science to set it up. The
key to Power BI is to just get going and in these simple steps shown here, we’ll
hopefully be able to help you do just that.

Benefits of Power BI
Unlock valuable insight in every department
Marketing

Are you getting the answers you need on financial

Are you searching for market insight and campaign ROI?

performance? With PowerBI you can improve decision-

PowerBI helps you to analyse campaigns and manage follow-

making with immediate access to data visualisation and

ups effectively for better ROI. Dashboards let you analyse

helping other departments to self-serve has never been easier.

segments, channels and campaigns to target more effectively.

Human resources

Sales

Need to stay up to date on the progress of your initiatives?

Want to forecast sales better, hit your sales target, and

With PowerBI dashboards you can check individual

identify up-sell opportunities? Use PowerBI to gain insights

progress against goals and metrics; track holidays, training

that CRM systems can’t deliver around prospecting,

and sickness; and monitor recruitment programme success.

pipelines and opportunities to close more business.

IT

Operations

Want to improve productivity in a quick, affordable way?

Is your organisation truly data-driven? Take advantage of

Implement PowerBI to monitor networks, services,

PowerBI to track manufacturing, stock levels, spares and

applications, security and staffing all in one place.

shopfloor activities across operations and into your supply

Integrating your dashboard with new and existing solutions

chain. Data visualisation is your opportunity to optimise

gives you an end-to-end approach to data analytics.

performance and deliver better service.

Need help with your data analysis? Then call us on 01392 453344 or email us
on hello@softwaresolved.com and one of our experts will be in touch.
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Finance

Get started with Power BI
Step by step guide to setting up your data presentation
1. Download Power BI

You can download Power BI from the Microsoft
website free of charge. There are certain limitations
to the free version but it gives you everything you
need to start your first report or dashboard. It’s
really when you start sharing with other people in
the organization that additional costs may be
incurred for hosting reports in the cloud.

2. Get data

When you open Power BI this is the first screen
you see. First step is to import your data from
the Get data option top left.

3. Import data sources

You can import data sources from all the
common formats. You simply connect to the
data source you wish to work with and add. It
will present a tabular form of the data which
you then load.
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4. Once loaded into the report you can view the data in the model tab on the left
Now it is loaded we can start to build
visualisations from the available data we have.
There are a number of pre-formatted
visualisation types in the top right here –
graphs, pie charts, maps etc. If the type of
visualization you needed is not present there
are many more available in the Microsoft store.

We’re using crime data from the Humberside
Police database. We’ve selected a map
visualisation and we’re plotting data using the
longitude and latitude by simply dragging these
fields into the longitude and latitude boxes.

5. Add tabular representation of data

Next we’ve added a table so we can see a
tabular representation of the crime types
shown on the map. Then we add a card at the
bottom which in this case shows aggregated
crime data.

6. Automatically detect data relationships

Power BI is powerful enough to know the
relationships between the data types so if we
click in the table here on one specific crime
type, it will update the card and the map
accordingly. Already you can start to see that
we are building an interactive presentation.
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